Logical features are abstract representations of images at various levels of detail. Some logical features such as spa-
C-strings investigated by Lee and Hsu instead adopts the maximum-likelihood approach in terms of maximum degree of object-pairs clique [14] . All the spatial relationships between object pairs, which is O(N 2 ) for N objects in an image, need to be reasoned first. The algorithm for similarity retrieval based on 2D C-strings actually finds a maximum clique and becomes an NP-complete problem.
In this paper, we use a transformed structure of the 2D C-string, called 2D C-tree [10] , to be the spatial representation for images and propose the tree-matching algorithm
FIG. 1.
A symbolic image and a query sketch.
for similarity retrieval. The 2D C-tree is an ordered labeled tree, which preserves the complete spatial knowledge among objects without spatial operators. The structural tree representation plays a significant role in retrieving relation. The operator '':'' denotes the ''in the same set images by tree-matching. We briefly review the 2D string as'' relation. The symbolic picture f 1 in Fig. 1a may be indexing approach in the next section. In Section 3 the represented as the 2D string (A ‫؍‬ D : E Ͻ Ͻ B Ͻ Ͻ C, A Ͻ Ͻ basic structure of a 2D C-tree and a sample image represen-B ‫؍‬ C Ͻ Ͻ D : E) or as (A ‫؍‬ DE Ͻ Ͻ B Ͻ Ͻ C, A Ͻ Ͻ B ‫؍‬ C Ͻ Ͻ tation are introduced. The metric for tree distance compu-DE), where the symbol '':'' can be omitted and is omitted. tation is defined in Section 4. Then we propose a specific
The 2D string representation is also suitable for formutree-matching algorithm to solve the problem of image lating picture queries. In fact, we can imagine that the retrieval in Section 5. The image retrieval algorithm is query can be specified graphically, by drawing an iconic modified to compute the partial tree distance for subpicture image on the screen of a computer. The graphic representaquery. This work is explored in Section 6. Simulation retion, called an icon sketch, can be translated into 2D string sults for verifying the effectiveness of similarity retrieval representation. For example, we may want to retrieve imby 2D C-trees matching are presented in Section 7. Also, ages satisfying a certain icon sketch q 1 as in Fig. 1b . Then an experimental project applying the proposed algorithms q 1 can be translated into the 2D string (A ‫؍‬ E Ͻ Ͻ C, A Ͻ Ͻ to video information system is described in Section 8. Fi-C Ͻ Ͻ E). This query string is a substring of the 2D string nally, conclusions are summarized in the last section.
representation of the example image f 1 . The problem of image retrieval then becomes the problem of 2D string
2D STRING INDEXING APPROACHES
subsequence matching. However, the spatial operators of 2D strings are not Given a physical image at the pixel level, the objects and sufficient to give a complete description of spatial knowltheir relative positions within the image can be extracted by edge for images of arbitrary complexity. The 2D G-string using various image processing and understanding techrepresentation were proposed to handle more types of niques [17] . Although this task is computationally expenrelations between pictorial objects [2], but they are not sive, it is performed only at the time of inserting images economic for complex images in terms of storage space into the database. Moreover, this task may be carried out efficiency and navigation complexity. Lee and Hsu [13] in an automated fashion or in a human-assisted semi-autoproposed 2D C-string representation with a set of spatial mated fashion, depending on the domain and the complexoperators and a more efficient cutting mechanism. They ity of the images. A symbolic image is then obtained by employed a characteristic set of spatial operators illusassociating a name with each of the domain objects thus trated in Table 1 to give a complete description for images identified. An image composed of a set of graphic icons of arbitrary complexity. that represents the symbolic objects is named an iconic Basically, the 2D C-string approach performs a cut to image. The idea of representing physical images by iconic handle the cases of objects with partly overlapping. The images is similar to the representation of documents by global operators ''Ͻ'' and ''͉,'' which are employed in the index terms in bibliographic information systems. We use original 2D string approach, handle the cases of nonoverthe terms image, symbolic image, and iconic image interlapping. The extended operators ''ϭ,'' ''[,'' ''%,'' and ''],'' changeably in this article.
called the local operators, and a pair of separators ''( )'' The 2D string approach for spatial indexing was initially handle the cases of overlapping. The picture f 2 in is similar to f 1 in Fig. 1a , except that the objects in f 2 are Three spatial relation operators ''Ͻ,'' ''ϭ,'' and '':'' are nonzero sized objects as opposed to point objects in f 1 . The employed in 2D strings. The operator ''Ͻ'' denotes the 2D C-string representation of the picture f 2 is (A]D[EͦBͦC, ''left-right'' or ''below-above'' spatial relation. The operator ''ϭ'' denotes the ''at the same spatial location as'' AͦB%CͦD%E). It is noted that all the objects in f 2 keep sponding association graph and becomes an NP-complete problem although there are some polynomial time algorithms for the average case. Therefore we explore a more intact without cutting because the case of partly overlap-efficient representation and a matching algorithm to solve ping does not happen.
the problem of image similar retrieval. The 2D C-string is efficient in the representation and manipulation of images, but it is not suitable in image 3. 2D C-TREE retrieval based on 2D string subsequence matching. For example, we use a query sketch q 2 as in Fig. 2b , which is The 2D C-tree is an ordered labeled tree. We first introa subpicture of f 2 . The 2D C-string of the query image, duce the basic structure of a 2D C-tree. The 2D C-tree (A%E Ͻ Ͻ C, A Ͻ Ͻ C Ͻ Ͻ E) of q 2 , is quite different in representation still employs the sparse cutting mechanism the format from the 2D C-string of f 2 , due to the spatial to handle the case of symbolic images with partly overlapoperators. The string q 2 is not a substring of the string f 2 ping objects [10] . The cutting mechanism performs only any longer. The operators are needed to handle the global essential cuttings to get rid of the ambiguity incurred due and local relations among symbolic objects in a 2D C-to partly overlapping. After cutting, an image is partitioned string and cannot be omitted.
to some portions between two cuttings. All the portions Although the inference of the spatial relations between are sequentially linked to a root, R, which is initialized to objects from a given 2D C-string in spatial reasoning can represent the margin or boundary of the area covered by be solved by using the ranking mechanism [14] , the compu-a given image. tation of object ranks in a 2D C-string is somewhat compli-
The original 2D C-tree representation, called the signed cated. Moreover, all the spatial relationships of objects 2D C-tree, is proposed with associated spatial operators. pairs, which is O(N 2 ) for N objects in an image, are required Each node with label, or symbol name, represents an object to be reasoned first by adopting the 2D longest common in the image. The link connecting two nodes, called the subsequence algorithm [15] . The algorithm for similarity signed link, is signed with the relation operator. For the retrieval actually finds a maximum clique of the corre-ordered subtree rooted at node S with n immediate descendants in the ordering s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n , S, being the parent, actually contains the local body consisting of all its immediate child-nodes s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . The relation operator between node S and its first child-node s 1 is surely a local operator that indicates the ensemble relationship between S and the local body consisting of all its child-nodes s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . The relation operators between node S and other child-nodes s i (2 Յ i Յ n) are definitely global operators that indicate the sibling relation between the child-node s i (2 Յ i Յ n) and the prior child-node s i؊1 of node S. The signed 2D C-trees of f 2 are constructed as shown in Fig. 3 . However, a tree with signed links is somewhat unusual for general applications. The empty-node and set-node are employed in order to remove the relation operator from the signed link according to the basic definition of the deleting. Inserting s as a child of r will make s become the parent of a consecutive subsequence of the current children of r.
These editing operations can be represented as Ͱ Ǟ ͱ, where Ͱ is either ⌳ (null) or a label in tree T 1 and ͱ is either ⌳ or a label in tree T 2 . We call Ͱ Ǟ ͱ a relabel operation if Ͱ ϶ ⌳ and ͱ ϶ ⌳, a delete operation if ͱ ϭ ⌳, and an insert operation if Ͱ ϭ ⌳. Let ⌬ be a cost function which assigns a nonnegative real number, referred as ⌬(Ͱ Ǟ ͱ), to each editing operation Ͱ Ǟ ͱ. The cost can vary in different operations on different nodes. For example, a higher node in a tree has a greater weight than a lower one. Nevertheless, the cost of each editing operation on any node is set equal for simplicity in this operators. An empty-node is a pseudo node which is lapaper. beled '''' and can be of various sizes. The relation operator
The cost function ⌬ of each editing operation is conof the signed link can be removed by inserting some suitstrained to be a distance metric [5] . That is, able empty-nodes. When the relation operators are stripped off from a signed 2D C-tree, each node of the
symmetry; node that originally connects to its single child-node by
The ''ϭ'' operator possesses the commutriangle inequality. tation law, which is different from other relation operators of the 2D C-tree. The objects which are connected with the ''ϭ'' operator have the same begin-bound and endbound. For the reasoning of spatial relationship among the nodes of the 2D C-tree, a special set-node is introduced for treating a set of lineage that each node has single childnode. A set-node is a multilabel node consisting of objects that have the same begin-bound and end-bound. The detailed transformation rules are investigated in [10] . The sample symbolic image f 2 in Fig. 2a is represented in a General 2D C-tree as shown in Fig. 4 .
TREE METRIC
Ordered labeled trees are trees whose nodes are labeled and in which the left to right ordering among siblings is significant. The distance and/or similarity of such trees have many applications in computer vision, pattern recognition, programming compilation, and natural language processing [7] . The distance between two ordered trees is considered to be the weighted number of editing operations required to transform one tree to another. Many algorithms have been developed for ordered labeled tree matching and comparison [23] . Currently the best algorithm for computing the editing distance was presented by Zhang and Shasha [22] . In this section we introduce the distance metric between trees to be the basis for presenting an elegant tree-matching algorithm in image retrieval.
Three kinds of editing operations of a labeled tree [23] of s and then removing s. Inserting is the complement of Let E be a sequence e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k of editing operations. An E-derivation from tree A to tree B is a sequence of trees A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A k such that A ϭ A 0 , B ϭ A k , and A iϪ1 Ǟ A i , via editing operation e i for 1 Յ i Յ k. Then the cost function ⌬ can be extended to the sequence of editing operations by letting
(1)
The editing distance between two trees is defined as minimum cost of the editing sequence that transforms one tree to the other. Formally the editing distance between trees T 1 and T 2 is defined as ͳ(T 1 , T 2 ) ϭ min ͕⌬(E) ͉ E is an editing sequence (2) tree. Since the nodes of a 2D C-tree may be empty-nodes from T 1 to T 2 ͖. or set-nodes, we must make a small but significant modification of the tree-matching algorithm developed by Zhang The editing sequence can be treated as a mapping that and Shasha [22] . is a graphical specification of editing operations applied to Suppose that A is a node in tree T 1 . N(A) denotes the the nodes in the two ordered trees. Suppose that we have number of labels of node A. If A is an empty-node, A has a numbering mechanism, for example, the postorder num-a special label '''' and N(A) is one. If A is a set-node, bering for a tree. Let T [i] be the ith node of tree T in N(A) must be more than one. For an editing operation the postorder numbering. Formally, we define a triple (M, A Ǟ B, where B is a node in tree T 2 , the cost function T 1 , T 2 ) to be a mapping from T 1 to T 2 , where mapping M needs to be re-examined: is the set of integer pairs (i, j) satisfying:
(1) The cost of a delete operation AǞ ⌳, ⌬(A Ǟ ⌳), constraints of distance metric. In the following some notaLet M be a mapping from T 1 to T 2 . Let I and J be the tions on trees are illustrated in Fig. 6 using the tree f 2X of sets of unmatched nodes in T 1 and T 2 , respectively. We Fig. 4a with postorder numbering in the parenthesis as will use M instead of (M, T 1 , T 2 ) if there is no confusion. an example: Then we can define the cost of M:
(1) T [i]. The ith node in the tree T according to the is E.)
(2) (i). 3; i.e., the depth of E is 3.) Now, we begin to introduce the tree matching algorithm for image retrieval. The 2D C-tree is an ordered labeled (4) P(i). The set of all the predecessors of T [i]. Also, 
. . i Ϫ Case (i) requires no editing operation and is assigned 0 1, л) ϩ N(i); for initialization. In (ii), the distance corresponds to the for j :ϭ (y) to y cost of deleting a node
. . i] is led by the leftmost leaf node of j Ϫ 1) ϩ N( j); a tree Tree(i p ) containing node T 1 [i] in T 1 and concluded for i :ϭ (x) to x at T 1 [i]. In (iii), the distance corresponds to the cost of for j :ϭ (y) to y inserting a node 
TreeDist(i, j) ϭ ForestDist((x) . . i, (y)
End;
are n images in the database, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n , and a query image Q. The most similar image(s) to Q is
SUBPICTURE QUERY
Subpicture query is useful when a user cannot express queries in a precise way [5] . Sometimes we may ask '' please   FIG. 7 . The 2D C-trees of query sketch q 2 .
retrieve images that contain this specific subpicture,'' or ''I want some images that have some part like this query sketch.'' For example, the query image q 2 in Fig. 2b is a subpicture of f 2 in Fig. 2a . An approximate-tree-byFor two 2D C-trees, T 1 and T 2 , rooted at R 1 and R 2 , example (ATBE) system [19] developed by Wang et al. respectively, the distance between them, denoted by ␦(T 1 , manipulates the inexact query by approximate tree match-T 2 ), is computed as the value of TreeDist(R 1 , R 2 ). We can ing. But the cutting and pruning operations that remove use the algorithm to compute the distance of 2D C-trees all the descendants of a node are somehow not suitable for for solving the picture query problem. Consider two picsubpicture query. The tree distance computation algorithm tures, P 1 and P 2 . Two 2D C-tree representations of P 1 proposed in the previous section not only can support a (P 2 ), T 1x (T 2x ), and T 1Y (T 2Y ) along x-coordinate and ysimple measure for similarity retrieval, but also it can be coordinate, respectively, are constructed. We define the modified for a subpicture query. In essence, we adopt the distance between P 1 and P 2 as follows.
tree-matching algorithm and modify the cost functions of DEFINITION 1. The distance between two pictures P 1 editing operations as required. and P 2 , ␦(
(1) The cost of delete operation is weighted zero. Delet-T 2x ) is zero, then define ␦(P 1 , P 2 ) ϭ ␦(T 1Y , T 2Y ). On the ing a symbol from a reference image means that this symbol contrary, if ␦(T 1Y , T 2Y ) is zero, then define ␦(P 1 , P 2 ) ϭ does not appear in the query image. For subpicture query, ␦(T 1X , T 2X ).
the symbols existing in the reference image may not be expressed in the query image or specified subpicture. In We use the example picture f 2 in Fig. 2a and query sketch such a case, the superfluous symbols in reference image q 2 in Fig. 2b to demonstrate the computation of picture can be ignored on purpose when they do not appear in distance. The 2D C-trees of f 2 and q 2 along x-coordinate the query image and are allowed to delete with zero cost. axis are in Figs. 4a and 7a correspondingly. The editing The cost of editing operation A Ǟ ⌳ is weighted zero; i.e., distance between these two trees is the cost of editing ⌬(A Ǟ ⌳) ϭ 0. operations required to transform f 2x to q 2x . At least two editing operations are needed. That is, ⌬(D Ǟ ⌳) and (2) The cost of an insert operation ⌳ Ǟ B, i.e., ⌬(⌳ Ǟ ⌬(B Ǟ ). So the tree distance of ␦( f 2x , q 2x ) is 2. Three B), is not changed because all the symbols of the query delete operations, ⌬(B Ǟ ⌳), ⌬(D Ǟ ⌳), and ⌬( Ǟ ⌳), image should be considered. That is, ⌬(⌳ Ǟ B) ϭ N(B). are needed between f 2Y in Fig. 4b and q 2Y in Fig. 7b along  ( 3) The cost of a relabel operation A Ǟ B, i.e., ⌬(A Ǟ y-coordinate. That is, the cost of ␦( f 2Y , q 2Y ) is 3. Finally, B), is slightly changed and is defined as the number of the distance of ␦( f 2 , q 2 ) is 6. unmatched symbols in B, which do not appear in A. That Moreover, in [22] Zhang and Shasha had defined an is, ⌬(A Ǟ B) ϭ N(B/A). One special case is for B ϭ . LR -keyroots set of tree T, LR -keyroots(T ), to efficiently The cost of ⌬(A Ǟ ) is redefined to be 0 because the reduce the computation time of tree distance. The com-symbol(s) in A can be viewed as an empty-node in B. plexity of the algorithm is O(͉T 1 ͉ * ͉T 2 ͉ * min(depth(T 1 ), leaves(T 1 )) * min(depth(T 2 ), leaves(T 2 ))). Let depth(T 1 )
Obviously, the newly defined cost functions, called partial cost functions, of editing operations do not obey the denote the depth of the tree T 1 and leaves(T 1 ) denote the number of leaf nodes of the tree T 1 . In general, the fast symmetry constraint of distance metric. Although the delete operation is not the inverse function of insert operation algorithm takes O(n 4 ) for computing the editing distance between two trees consisting of n nodes. The parallel algo-any more, the constraint of a distance metric is not our major concern for subpicture query. The partial cost funcrithm is the time of complexity O(͉T 1 ͉ * ͉T 2 ͉) by using O(min(͉T 1 ͉, ͉T 2 ͉) * leaves(T 1 ) * leaves(T 2 )) processors.
tions directly affect computation of the tree distance, based upon the lemmas in the previous section. In Lemma 1, the While all the tree distances between the query image and the images in the database have been computed, the second sentence ForestDist((i p ) . . i, л) is always zero because ⌬(T 1 [i] Ǟ ⌳) ϭ 0. In Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the most similar image can be obtained. Suppose that there second value of the first statement in the minimum group, We use the example picture f 2 in Fig. 2a and query sketch q 2 in Fig. 2b to demonstrate the computation of partial  i.e., ⌬(T 1 [i] Ǟ ⌳) , is removed because the delete operation is weighted zero also. Consequently, the algorithm of par-distance. The 2D C-trees of f 2 and q 2 are in Fig. 4 and Fig.  7 , correspondingly. For computing the partial tree distance tial tree distance is modified as follows.
between f 2x and q 2x , the first editing ⌬(D Ǟ ⌳) is a delete ALGORITHM 2. The computation of PartialTreeDist operation having zero weight. The second editing ⌬(B Ǟ (x, y).
) is a special case of relabel operation also weighted zero. So the tree distance of Ͳ( f 2x , q 2x ) is 0 for x-coordinate Input: Two subtrees, Tree(x) rooted at x in tree T 1 and direction. The costs of three delete operations, ⌬(B Ǟ ⌳), Tree( y) rooted at y in tree T 2 .
⌬(D Ǟ ⌳), and ⌬( Ǟ ⌳), needed for transforming from Output: The distance PartialTreeDist(x, y) . f 2Y to q 2Y along y-coordinate are all weighted zero. That Begin is, the cost of Ͳ( f 2Y , q 2Y ) is 0 also. Finally, the distance of ForestDist(л, л) ϭ 0; Ͳ( f 2 , q 2 ) is 0. It means that q 2 is a subpicture of f 2 with for i :
Analogously, the most similar image(s) that contains a for j :ϭ (y) to y query subpicture Q from P 1 , P 2 , . . . , and P n is
SIMULATION RESULTS

ForestDist((x)
For verifying the effectiveness of similarity retrieval by ForestDist((x) . . i, (y) . . j Ϫ 1) ϩ N( j), 2D C-trees matching, a test consisting of 10 simulation ForestDist((x) . . i Ϫ 1, ( y) . . j Ϫ 1) ϩ pictures is evaluated. A symbolic image with random spa-N( j/i)}; tial relationship among objects can be generated by ranPartialTreeDist(i, j) ϭ ForestDist((x) . . i, dom generation of quadruple-values. Table 2 shows 10 ( y) . . j); random generated objects A through J with the bounds else on x-axis and y-axis, respectively. ForestDist((x) . . i, (y) . . j) ϭ min { We construct 10 simulation pictures, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , and ForestDist((x) . . i Ϫ 1, ( y) . . j), P 10 . Without loss of generality, assume P 1 contains single ForestDist((x) . . i, (y) . . j Ϫ 1) ϩ N( j), object, the first object (A). P 2 contains the first two objects (A and B) , and so on. The tenth picture P 10 contains all 1) ϩ PartialTreeDist(i, j)}; 10 objects. Fig. 8 depicts the symbolic images P 3 and P 4 . End;
It is interesting to find out that P 3 is a subpicture of P 4 . It could be foreseen that a picture with less objects is a Then, we can use the partial tree-matching algorithm subpicture of a picture with more objects in this experito compute the distance of 2D C-trees for solving the ment; i.e., P i is always a subpicture of P j , for i Յ j. subpicture query problem. Let Ͳ(T 1 , T 2 ) represent the parThen these 10 pictures are represented in 2D C-trees, tial tree distance between trees T 1 and T 2 . The partial respectively. The 2D C-trees of P 3 , referred to as T 3X and distance between P 1 and P 2 is defined as follows.
T 3Y , are shown in Fig. 9 and the 2D C-trees of P 4 in Fig. 10 . For illustrating the computations of tree distances among DEFINITION 2. The partial distance between two pictures P 1 and P 2 , ␥(P 1 , P 2 ), is ␥(T 1x , T 2x ) * Ͳ(T 1Y , T 2Y ). If these 10 pictures, the 2D C-tree representation is expressed by a recursive sentence Ͱ(Ͱ 1 Ͱ 2 Ͱ 3 . . . . Ͱ n ) for a node Ͱ, Ͳ(T 1x , T 2x ) is zero, then define Ͳ(P 1 , P 2 ) ϭ Ͳ(T 1Y , T 2Y ). On the contrary, if Ͳ(T 1Y , T 2Y ) is zero, then define Ͳ(P 1 , which has n immediate descendants in the ordering Ͱ 1 , Ͱ 2 , Ͱ 3 , . . . , and Ͱ n . For example, T 3X in Fig. 9 is represented P 2 ) ϭ Ͳ(T 1X , T 2X ). as R (C(A(B)B) ). Note that R, and the bracket [ ] denote the root of tree, an empty-node and a set-node, respectively. The 2D C-trees of the 10 simulation pictures are constructed and listed in Fig. 11 . the objects of P i excluding the ith object. The distance In the sample database, there are 10 generated pictures, between P i and P j is always smaller than the distance be-P 1 , P 2 , . . . , and P 10 , as reference pictures. We also use P i , tween P iϪ1 and P j . For two pictures P k and P kϩ1 containing 1 Յ i Յ 10, as query picture to validate the correctness of more objects than P j , the distance between P k and P j is the matching algorithm. Listed in Table 3 is the exact query always smaller than the distance between P kϩ1 and P j . The and we compute the tree distance ͳ(reference, query). above statements confirm that the computation of tree Table 4 shows the subpicture query and we compute the distances is suitable for measuring the similarity between partial tree distance Ͳ(reference, query).
two pictures. The smaller the distance between two picThere are some interesting observations in the simula-tures is, the more similar the two pictures are. tion results:
(3) It seems apparent that the partial tree distances in Table 4 are not symmetric. The values of the lower-triangle (1) Table 3 shows that the tree distance computation strictly obeys the constraints of distance metric. That is, for any P i , P j , and P k , (i) ͳ(P i , P j ) Ն 0, and ͳ(P i ,
(2) For any P j ,
P j contains the first j objects. P i contains the first i objects and is a subset of objects of P j if i Ͻ j. P iϪ1 contains all   FIG. 11 . The 2D C-tree representations of 10 simulation pictures .  FIG. 9 . The 2D C-trees of P 3 . are almost the same as those of the tree distances in Table   8 . PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 3. And the values of the upper-triangle are almost zero We apply the above mechanisms to implement an interbecause the costs of delete operations are weighted zero.
active video information system in our experimental projBasically, the partial tree distance computation obeys the ect [11] . We capture 48 streams from ''The Lion King'' distance metric except symmetry constraint due to the parcartoon produced by The Walt Disney Company and store tial cost functions defined. Note that some very small nonthe video data in AVI file format. Each stream takes about zero values appearing in the upper-triangle happen when 99 s and consists of about 1500 frames. Some key image the cutting causes some objects being segmented.
frames are identified in a human-assisted fashion for each (4) The value in the upper-triangle of Table 4 represents of the video streams. Notes that this work can be benefited the partial tree distance between one (reference) picture from the motion analysis of recorded scene. These key with more objects and another (query) picture with less images become representative of the streams. There are objects, i.e., Ͳ(P j , P i ) for two pictures P j and P i , j Ͼ i. 351 key images in our experiment and some are listed in Since this value is zero or very closer to zero, P i is viewed Fig. 12 . For this popular animation, 78 roles are chosen to as a subpicture of P j . For example, Ͳ(P 4 , P 3 ) ϭ 0 implies be the objects, which are also extracted in human-assisted that P 3 is a subpicture of P 4 with zero cost. The result fashion. These objects are represented by a set of designed complies with the fact of the simulation.
icons in the system. The objects and their bounding rectangles within images are also extracted after capturing the The above evidences validate the accountability of our tree-matching algorithms and the effectiveness of similarity image from the source video. Each image containing about five objects in average is constructed into two 2D C-trees retrieval by 2D C-trees matching. 
